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Anderson (a.k.a. Strong) localization
Particle in a disordered (random) potential:
One-dimensional system

Two-dimensional system

Particle with energy E

Disordered potential V(z) (typical value V0)
When E ¿ V0 , the particle is classically trapped in the
potential wells.
When E À V0 , the classical motion is ballistic in 1d, typically
diffusive in dimension 2 and higher.
Quantum interference may inhibit diffusion at long times =>

Anderson localization

Anderson localization in 1d and 2d
Anderson localization is due to interference between various
multiple scattering paths:
requires perfect phase coherence.
not restricted to quantum matter waves. It has been observed
with several types of waves: microwaves, light, acoustic
waves, seismic waves, etc.
The importance of interference terms depends crucially on the
geometry of multiple scattering paths, i.e. on the dimension.
A detailed understanding can be obtained from the scaling theory
of localization (Abrahams, Anderson, Licciardello, Ramakrishnan,
1979).
Dimension 1: (almost) always localized.
Localization length

»loc = 2`

Dimension 2: marginally localized.
Localization length

»loc ' ` exp

` : mean free path.

µ

¼k`
2

¶

k : wavevector
of the particles

Anderson localization with cold atoms
Essential features of Anderson localization:
Inhibition of transport
direct measurement of the atomic wavefunction
Due to quantum interference
preserve phase coherence of the atomic wavefunction
Zero-temperature effect
cold atomic gas
One-body physics
dilute gas (no Bose-Einstein condensate)
Driven by the amount of disorder
create a tunable disorder using light-atom interaction

Quantum dynamics of the external motion of cold atoms
Control of the dynamics with laser fields, magnetic fields,
gravitational field.
Orders of magnitude:
Velocity: cm/s
Very favorable!
De Broglie wavelength: µm
Time: µs-ms
One-body (if sufficiently dilute, avoid BEC) zero-temperature
quantum dynamics with small decoherence.
For BEC or Fermi degenerate gas, the atom-atom interaction can
be controlled (Feshbach resonance).
The light-shift due to a quasi-resonant laser at frequency

!L = !at ¡ ± is proportional to I/d, (with I the space-dependent

laser intensity) and acts as an effective potential.
A “random” disordered potential is created using a speckle pattern.
Inelastic processes scale as I/±2, thus can be made negligible if a
large detuning (and laser power!) is used.

Speckle optical potential
Speckle created by shining a laser on a diffusive plate:
P. Bouyer et al,
Institut d'Optique
(Palaiseau)

Speckle spot size

¸
¾¼
NA

l : laser wavelength
NA : Numerical Aperture
The speckle electric field is a (complex) random variable with
Gaussian statistics. All correlation functions can be computed.
Depending on the sign of the detuning, the optical potential is
bounded either from above or from below

Properties of the optical potential
The effective potential seen by the cold atoms is disordered,
but with specific correlation functions.
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with α the numerical aperture of the device imaging the
speckle
Important length scale: correlation length of the potential
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typically fraction of a µm

Associated correlation energy:
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with ER the recoil energy

A typical realization of a 2D speckle potential
Dark region
(low potential,
ocean floor,
zero energy)

Bright spot
(high potential)

exp(¡V =VL )
Distribution of potential value P (V ) =
£(V )
VL
Rigorous low energy cut-off, no high-energy cut-off

Energy scales

Correlation energy Es
Potential strength VL
~2 k2
Total energy of the atom E =
2m
Dimensionless parameters:

VL
´=
E¾

VL2
¢=
E E¾

Weak scattering condition (~ dilute regime): ¢ ¿ 1
Two interesting limiting situations:
Large potential fluctuations η >1. Weak scattering implies E>>VL:
the atom flies well above the potential fluctuations. The de Broglie
wavelength resolves all the details of the potential => essentially
classical motion. There is a single classical parameter:

VL
¢
=
E
´

Small potential fluctuations η <1. Weak scattering condition can
be satisfied even if E<VL, i.e. when atom energy lies below the
average potential height. The matter wave averages out the
short-range fluctuations of the potential => quantum regime.

Scattering mean free path

Incoherent (diffusive) transport of matter waves
Scattering mean free path `S
Impossible to make a short mean free path at large energy
=> ultra-cold atoms (sub-recoil energy) are needed!
´ = VL =E¾ = 1:2
´ = VL =E¾ = 0:4
weak scattering regime

p
/ E=E¾

Kuhn et al, PRL
95, 250403 (2005)

The transport mean free path `B and the Boltzmann
diffusion constant can also be computed
~k`B
DB =
2m
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Experimental observation of enhanced
backscattering in 2D
Initial
momentum

G. Labeyrie et al,
(INLN, Nice), 2012

Enhanced
backscattering
clearly visible
after 1.5ms
interaction with
the speckle
Parameters:

Isotropisation of the
2
V
V
L
momentum distribution:
´=
= 5:7 ¢ = L = 3:42
E¾
EE¾
see talk of Cord Müller
* Cold Rubidium atomic gas released from a BEC, with an average
momentum along the x (up) direction
* Interaction with a speckle optical potential
* Measurement of the momentum distribution using a time of flight

Numerical simulation of the experiment
Start with either an initial Gaussian wavepacket, or a
wavepacket released from a BEC in the Thomas-Fermi regime:
Gaussian

from BEC

Propagate with Schroedinger equation during time t and average
over realizations of the disorder.
Compute momentum distribution and/or configuration space
density after time of flight (42 ms, 100 in reduced units)

Momentum
distribution

Time of flight

Enhanced backscattering is observed

Enhanced backscattering at various times
Measure the probability density vs. angle on the “classical”
circle associated with the initial average velocity
t=1ms

Angle (radian)
Momentum distribution

t=1.5ms

Angle (radian)
Time of flight

Is it coherent backscattering?

Classical enhanced backscattering
Run classical trajectories with the same set of initial conditions
and the same disorder (Newton instead of Schroedinger):
Time of flight

Momentum
distribution

Angle (radian)

Angle (radian)

Enhanced backscattering has a purely classical origin!

Characteristics of classical enhanced backscattering
Angular width is almost time-independent:
The angular width does
not depend on the
disorder strength

time (in unit of transport time)
Intensity of the peak decays exponentially with time:
Log
scale

Characteristic decay time:
2.7 transport time
(increases with disorder
strength)

time

Characteristics of classical enhanced backscattering
Enhanced backscattering is important only in the strong
disorder regime:
V »E

V
= 0:3
E

Momentum
distributions

V
=1
E

V
= 0:6
E

V
=2
E

All figures after interaction time = 1 transport time
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Shadow Hiding Effect (SHE)?
Classical enhanced backscattering requires strong
disordered potential and is probably beyond any
perturbative approach such as Born approximation.
Strong disorder strongly deviates a classical particle over a
correlation length σ.
The speckle disorder appears for the incoming wavepacket
as a rough surface.
A rough surface illuminated by a plane wave radiates
efficiently in the backward direction, less efficiently in other
directions because some parts of the surface viewed by the
observer are in the shadow.

Shadow Hiding Effect
At exact backscattering, the shadowed area is hidden
=> increased albedo

to the observer
Illumination

Rough surface
Illuminated area
Area in the shadow

Shadow Hiding Effect for speckle potential

Incident
plane wave

The abruptly switched-on interface acts like a rough surface

Shadow Hiding Effect (SHE)?
Classical enhanced backscattering requires strong
disordered potential and is probably beyond any
perturbative approach such as Born approximation.
Strong disorder will strongly deviates a classical particle
over a correlation length σ.
The speckle disorder appears for the incoming wavepacket
as a rough surface.
A rough surface illuminated by a plane wave radiates
efficiently in the backward direction, less efficiently in other
directions because some parts of the surface viewed by the
observer are in the shadow.
A similar SHE effect is expected for a continuous potential:
Speckle grains strong enough to “reflect” the atomic matter
wave
For isotropic speckle (or any other potential), the longitudinal
and transverse characteristic lengths of the rugosity are equal
=> SHE has a “universal” angular width.
Disappears after several “reflections” => isotropisation.
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Backscattering echo (BSE)
The wavepacket released from a BEC is far a minimal
wavepacket.
During the initial expansion, the interaction energy is
converted into kinetic energy.
The fast atoms are in the outer regions of the expanding
cloud => strong position-momentum correlations.

jÃ(x; t)j2

Initial expansion

Time
Expansion
Interaction
Flight

Interaction with disorder
=> either forward or
backward scattering
After time of flight, the
backscattered components
reassemble at the initial
position

Back-Scattering Echo
BSE is maximum when the duration of the time of flight
sequence is equal to the duration of the expansion phase (can
be generalized to take into account atom-atom interaction in
the early phases of the expansion):

tT OF = texpansion
When the wavepacket is launched with an initial momentum k0,
the back-scattered and forward-scattered components
reassemble at positions well separated in space.
The same picture applies in 2D, although it is slightly more
complicated.

Classical Back-Scattering Echo
No effect of position-momentum correlation for the classical
momentum distribution:

t = 3¿tr

t = 1:5¿tr

¿tr » 100
Disorder is small => no Shadow Hiding Effect : VL =E = 0:2
Width of the ring is given by the dispersion of the initial
momenta: ¢k=k0 = 0:1
Angular distribution on the “classical” circle with radius k0:

t = 1:5¿tr
Angle (radian)

Classical Back-Scattering Echo
Density in configuration space after free expansion of the
atomic cloud over duration:

tT OF = texpansion
t = 1:5¿tr

t = 3¿tr

Angular
distribution on
the “classical”
circle

t = 3¿tr
t = 1:5¿tr
Angle (radian)

Simple prediction for the BSE effect
Initial isotropic Gaussian wavepacket with average
momentum k0 and width ¢k with ¢k ¿ k0
Initial wavepacket is strongly squeezed: ¢x¢k À 1
Disorder sufficiently weak for not broadening the momentum
distribution
Interaction time with the disordered potential sufficiently long
for multiple scattering and diffusion approximation:

tinteraction À ¿tr

Interaction time short enough for not broadening the
wavepacketp
in configuration space (“in-place” multiple
scattering): Dtinteraction ¿ ¢x

After time of flight such that tT OF = texpansion = ¢x=¢k
the density in configuration space is (courtesy N. Cherroret):

·
¸
2
2 2
1
(r ¡ k0 )
2
jÃ(r=t; t)j /
exp ¡
jr + k0 j
8¢k 2 jr + k0 j2

Simple prediction for the BSE effect

Backscattering
echo
The divergence
at r = ¡k0 is
smoothed by the
broadening induced
by the diffusion in the
disordered potential
(both in configuration
and momentum
spaces)

·
¸
2
2 2
1
(r ¡ k0 )
2
jÃ(r=t; t)j /
exp ¡
jr + k0 j
8¢k 2 jr + k0 j2

N. Cherroret (2012)

How to get rid of BSE?
The radial width of the ring is inversely proportional to the
maximum value:
·
¸
2
2 2
1
(r
¡
k
0)
2
jÃ(r=t; t)j /
exp ¡
jr + k0 j
8¢k2 jr + k0 j2

By integrating the density along a radius, one recovers a
uniform angular density:
Solid line :
radial integration
of the time of
flight density
Dashed line:
angular
density in
momentum
space

t = 3¿tr

t = 1:5¿tr
Angle (radian)
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What about Coherent Back-Scattering (CBS)?
BSE is a purely classical effect (no interference)
The paths selected by BSE are close to be time-reversal
invariant => constructive interference between pairs of
reciprocal paths may take place on top of BSE.
Because CBS is an interference effect, it is more sensitive to
imperfect time-reversal invariance than BSE.
CBS peak
on top of
the
classical
BSE ring

t = 1:5¿tr

“Quantum” time of flights

t = 3¿tr

CBS on top of BSE
Angular distribution of the time of flight density on the
“classical” circle at various times:

CBS peak
BSE background

t = 3¿tr
t = 1:5¿tr

Angle (radian)
The CBS peak becomes narrower at long time.
Enhancement factor is close to 2.

CBS in momentum space
t = 1:5¿tr

CBS

Classical momentum distribution

Quantum momentum distribution

The CBS peak is
much broader and
less visible than in the
time of flight
distribution
Angle (radian)

“Real” experiment
SHE (Shadow Hiding Effect), BSE (Back-Scattering Echo)
and CBS (Coherent Back-Scattering) all contribute to the
experimentally observed signal.
BSE is not perfect because the ideal “echo” time is not the
same in the transverse and longitudinal directions.

SHE effect

Momentum distributions

“Real” experiment

Combination
of SHE and
BSE

“Time of flight” distributions

Narrow CBS peak (not
resolved in the experiment)
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Anderson localization in a 2D optical speckle
2D system => one expects Anderson localization at all energies
Simple prediction
µ from
¶ self-consistent theory of localization:

»loc ' ` exp

¼k`
2

where ` is the transport mean free path

known to be qualitatively correct (e.g. Anderson model of
uncorrelated disorder)
quantitatively incorrect (a factor 2 in ` induces a HUGE change of
the localization length)
microscopic details are irrelevant in the self-consistent theory of
localization => no significant modification is expected for
correlated disorder.

Using the transfer matrix method and finite-size scaling, one
can numerically compute the localization length (even if it much
bigger than the sample size!)

Localization length
(logarithmic scale!)

Localization length in a speckle potential
p
E=E¾ = 1:5 (k¾ = 3)

“Classical”
localization

Ocean floor

E=VL

Classical
percolation Sea level
threshold
L. Pezzé et al., NJP 13, 095105 (2011)

Localization length
(logarithmic scale!)

Localization length in a speckle potential
p
p
E=E¾ = 1:5 (k¾ = 3) E=E¾ = 6:0 (k¾ = 12)

“Classical”
localization

E=VL

Ocean floor Classical percolation Sea level
threshold
The classical percolation threshold is not very relevant,
even for rather large E/E¾

Summary
Various effects – not only Coherent Back-Scattering – may
produce an enhancement of multiple scattering in the
backward direction.
SHE (Shadow Hiding Effect) is a purely classical effect
taking place when the correlated disordered potential is
comparable to the initial kinetic energy
BSE (Back-Scattering Echo) is a classical effect due to
position-momentum correlation in the initial wavepacket. It
can be suppressed (or strongly reduced) by performing a
radial integration of the density measured in a “time of flight”
experiment.
CBS (Coherent Back-Scattering) may appear on top of BSE,
in configuration space.
In the strong (Anderson) localization regime, the localization
length is expected to vary very rapidly with energy.
The classical percolation threshold is irrelevant for
nowadays experimental parameters.

Weak localization of matter waves
Using diagrammatic expansions, one can compute the weak
localization correction to the Boltzmann (incoherent) diffusion
constant ±D
2 log(L0 =`S ) `S : scattering mean free path
=
`B : transport mean free path
DB
¼
k`B
L0 : coherence length in the
medium

k³ = 1:25

k³ = 2:5

Example for Rb atoms
Detuning δ=106Γ
Speckle size=2cm
Weak localization
correction can be
large!

Laser power

Strong localization of matter waves
Strong (Anderson) localization is when the diffusion constant
vanishes.
1D: always strong localization, for any disorder
2D: critical case, exponentially long localization length
3D: delocalized for weak disorder, localized for strong disorder

Rough criterion: strong localization takes place when the weak
localization correction is 100% (self-consistent theory)

±D
2 log(L0 =`S )
In two dimensions:
=
DB
¼
k`B
³¼
´
Localization length »loc = `B exp
k`B
2
Similar expressions in three dimensions.

Example of strong localization in 2D
Rubidium atom, detuning δ=106Γ, velocity=recoil velocity/8.
Localization length

Medium size
Phase coherence length
(spontaneous emission)

Transport mean free path

Kuhn et al, PRL (2005)

Boltzmann
transport mean free path

Laser power
Similar behaviour in 3D, using a “3D speckle” (random
superposition of monochromatic waves)

